Dear Drama ClubThe Cast is underway! There are 26 students who will be in the STREAM set design.
We will also be contacting the rest of the students for costumes, set building, and prop
and mask design next month. In addition to this we will be deciding who will be helping
backstage, with lights and sound and in the house the nights of the show. Be on the
lookout for more information in the coming weeks.
The schedule for February will be posted next week for cast rehearsals. Student
actors and ensemble will only come to rehearsals when called. Students will get a
calendar for the next month the final week before a new month begins. The schedule
may change depending on how rehearsals are going. I will let you know that the first 2
weeks of February will be "ALL Cast" because we will work on both music and staging for
The Circle of Life, and the Finale which is the whole cast grades 3-8. Next week you
will see who is called below.
Cast- when called to rehearsal, ALWAYS bring your script, a pencil, a healthy snack and
water.
Next week we need:


MONDAY, January 27- TRIBE 1, TRIBE 3 (working on the Lion King
Experience), The lionesses with Sarabi and Sarafina, Rafiki (the Lioness Hunt
music), Timone, Pumba, Simba, Nala, young simba (staging into the Jungle,)



TUESDAY, January 28- TRIBE 2, TRIBE 4 (working on the Lion King
Experience), The lionesses with Sarabi and Sarafina, Rafiki (the Lioness Hunt,
Grasslands Chant music), Young Nala, Young Simba, Zazu, Scar, Mufasa, Shenzi,
Banzi, Ed, Hyenas (staging-the elephant graveyard)

Just a reminder for Tribes (I evened them out more, so if I changed your tribe, I am
sorry)- here are your tribes:
TRIBE 1- Lyla Smith, Cohen Wakefield, Samantha Masters, Lillian McGuire,
Cara O'Donnell, Aaron Solet, Evan Brosky
TRIBE 2- Harrison Hibler, Kate McIver, Isabella Carroll, Alex Humphrey,
Johnny Mural, Gracie Thur, Quintessa
TRIBE 3- Lila, Drumm, Ava Desrochers, Allyson Hopiard, Nicholas Belcik,
Sammy Smith,
TRIBE 4- Bailey Green,Elise Latessa, Grayson Brenot, Lucy Dike,
Sohia Gusky
TRIBE 5- ALL Lionesses (Including Sarabi, Sarafina, Young and Older Nala)
TRIBE 6- ALL Hyenas (including Shenzi,Banzai,Ed)
Some of the students were given charge to a tribe, please remember which tribe
you were assigned to and be at those rehearsals as well.

